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QUESTION 1

When a report author inserts Revenue into the Measures area of a blank crosstab report, which of thefollowing
statements is correct? 

A. The report author has implicitly set the default measure for the crosstab report to be Revenue. 

B. The report author must verify the aggregation properties of Revenue to make sure it will display correctly. 

C. Thereport author has declared a currentMember function to return the Revenue data. 

D. The report author must validate the expression for Revenue to ensure there are no crosstab errors. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A crosstab report has product lines in the rows, years in the columns, and revenue as the measure. In Query Explorer,
from the source tree, the report author drags the order method Telephone to the Slicer pane. 

Why does the report author do this? 

A. To help to set the context. 

B. To create an ordered set. 

C. To return only one tuple. 

D. To aggregate the telephone member. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Assuming that Star products and Husky products are sets, 

which statement below is correct about the sets in the graphic? 
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A. Each set is a grouping of members from different hierarchies. 

B. The report creates a query for each member ofthe set. 

C. The query displays each set as all the members of the level. 

D. Each set can be sorted and aggregated. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A report author creates a revenue report from an OLAP data source. On the rows, there are nested levels, each from
different dimensions having a large number of members. The report author filters out empty rows using the expression
"[Revenue] > 0". 

When running this report, there is poor performance. What could cause this? 

A. There are too many members or levels nested on the rowedge. 

B. Filtering on measure values is incompatible with an OLAP data source. 

C. Limiting the crosstab measures with a filter function. 

D. A relational filter was applied. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What functionality will allow the report consumer to focus the report each time it is run? 

A. Filter a MUN 

B. Use a prompt 

C. Build a slicer 

D. Use a dimensional function 

Correct Answer: B 
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